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Smallscreen Series Get

BIGSCREEN LOOK
TV production designers raise their game for a high-res world
By Peter Caranicas

A

s worldwide distribution and
co-production deals generate
more coin for television drama
production, they up the ante for
production values as well as in
the race for the Creative Arts Emmys. Captured
on high-res cameras and using vfx to boost the
physical design, many projects now look more
like high-budget features than traditional
smallscreen fare.
Take Behind the Candelabra, HBO’s Liberace
pic. “We shot it just like a film,” says production
designer Howard Cummings. “Steven (Soderbergh) did it like any of his movies,” shooting
on Red cameras at multiple locations and using
digital effects as needed.
It took five years to get Behind the Candelabra

off the ground, Cummings adds, because potential backers kept turning it down as “too gay.”
But once HBO greenlit the pic and production
got under way, serendipity took over and many
elements of its look and design fell magically
into place.
It turned out, for example, that the owner
of the building in Los Angeles where Liberace
owned a penthouse was a Liberace fanatic who
bought it right after the entertainer died in 1987;
he shared pictures of the apartment with set
decorator Barbara Munch.
And in Las Vegas, location manager Caleb
Duffy persuaded Chase Bank to open up Liberace’s long-foreclosed but still intact “French
provincial ranch house with its powder-blue carpet, crazy Greek tub and Sistine Chapel bedroom

ceiling,” Cummings says. The filmmakers photographed and reconstructed everything.
Then came the hard part. True to Liberace’s
tastes, the walls had to be lined with multiple
mirrors — a cinematographer’s nightmare. Thus
on a show where big-scale effects were unnecessary, the vfx team spent lots of time digitally
erasing reflected images of crew and equipment.
In Candelabra, an intimate film, the only
other major use of effects was for digital head
and hands replacements to make it look like
Michael Douglas, who plays Liberace, was actually working the fast-moving ivories himself. But
many of today’s cable TV series are shot on far
larger canvases — History’s Vikings and Starz’s
Da Vinci’s Demons, for example — and production designers rely heavily on visual effects to
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HIGH GLOSS DaVinci’s
Demons, far left, and
Vikings, left, enhance their
footage with visual effects.
House of Cards, below, and
Behind the Candelabra,
bottom, had feature-film
production values.

enhance and amplify interiors and exteriors.
The producers of Vikings
— shot on the Alexa camera, which many lensers
compare favorably to
35mm film — had to make
Ireland, where the series is
shot, look like Norway. “We
have beautiful valleys and
lakes, but no fjords,” says
production designer Tom
Conroy. Using digital tools,
he topped off the Irish
slopes with Norwegian
mountaintops. The illusion worked, Conroy says,
because he relied on the
time-tested rule of thumb
that “if 75% of the frame is
real, and you put enough
stuff in the foreground, the
remaining 25% will be integrated seamlessly.”
Da Vinci’s Demons, the
Starz series about Leonardo
da Vinci’s fictional early life,
also drew on background
replacements. “We used
them massively,” says production designer Edward
Thomas. “We treat visual
effects as an extension of

scenic art construction,
which can be tricky because
you have to make sure all
the textures and shapes are
transferred from the physical to the CG.”

F O R

Y O U R

Like Vikings, Demons
uses the Alexa. It’s shot in
Wales, but Thomas took
thousands of reference
photos in Florence, Italy,
where Da Vinci lived, that

E MM Y

®

served as the basis for added imagery. Computerized
on-set technology “allowed
us to actually see the extensions on the set so we were
able to light accordingly,

CONS I D E RAT I ON
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and the actors were able to
see themselves in the monitors,” he says.
Vikings, Demons and
Candelabra are all cable
TV shows (the latter will
also play theatrically outside the U.S.), but another
Emmy contender this year,
Net-flix’s House of Cards,
won’t appear on conventional television at all — at
least not yet.
Also shot on Red, the
series’ first two episodes
were helmed by David
Fincher, with production
design by Donald Graham
Burt. The project’s budget
was reported as close to
$4 million per episode —
certainly high enough to
support feature-film production values — which
were achieved, Burt says,
by using the Red camera,
extensive location and stage
work in Baltimore, and
elaborate greenscreen production for the presidential
inauguration scene that
placed the film’s characters
into historical footage.
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Thesps Wanted:
Long Run, Plot
Not Guaranteed
MICHELLE SALEMI

@Michelle_Salemi

‘I

think there is still a little bit of
mystery about what casting directors do and what part they play in
the creative process,” says Carrie Audino,
casting director for Mad Men. “We don’t
just slap a few actors into the roles.”
Casting highly serialized dramas with
multi-year arcs presents challenges different from those of traditional episodics or
feature films. Thesps going into such dramas have to really want to do a series (not
all do) and be prepared for a long run. Producers count on casting directors to make
sure the actors understand what they’re
getting into and are in it for the long haul.
Robert Sterne, casting director (with
Nina Gold) of HBO’s Game of Thrones,
says the show’s popularity and its schedule have helped avoid such troubles.
“Luckily the show has become such a
phenomenon that lots
of actors really want
to do it,” Sterne says.
“There is the luxury
of it being a relatively
short shooting period
You know an
— about five months,
actor really wants
so the actors have at
to do the show if
least half a year each
they are willing to
year to do other stuff
go ahead and test
at the network
and keep variety in
for the role.”
their work.”
Sharon Bialy, Walking
AMC’s The Walking
Dead casting director
Dead series casting
director Sharon Bialy has a method of determining an actor’s commitment to an opportunity. “You know an actor really wants to
do the show if they are willing to go ahead
and test at the network for the role,” Bialy
says. “Before they test, their deal must be
completed and signed. An actor will rarely
break their contract to do movies because if
they do, they could be sued by the studio.”
Trust is essential for casting directors
— not just trust from their own producers and directors but also with outside
players, like talent agents. This is especially true on such shows as Mad Men,
whose plot details are kept under lock
and key.
“We knew where the character of
Megan was going but she didn’t,” Audino
says. “We called her agent and said you
got to trust us, she’ll want to do this part.
She was going to be Don Draper’s next
wife but you can’t pitch that to any agent
because we couldn’t have the storyline
out. It’s important to have a good reputation with people in town otherwise it
would be way more challenging.”

CULT LEADERS Adventure Time, above, and Deep Space 69, below, have taken unconventional paths to screens.

In Search of the Next Hit Toon
New development strategies make
pilot-to-series models seem passe

T

SEAN FITZ-GERALD

@srkfitzgerald

JULY

27

Launch date of Fox
ADHD, an online block
of animated shows

he Simpsons began as
a toon segment on The
Tracey Ullman Show,
South Park got its jumpstart as a viral Christmas
card and Robot Chicken emerged out of an Internet-only
precursor. So it’s long been clear that
award-winning animation can be nurtured outside the traditional pilot-to-series development track.
Such once-novel routes have become
commonplace. Network execs and new-media honchos have made it a priority to root
out the next big hits by embracing shortform and incubating talent in-house. But
the process remains an inexact science.
That’s why Cartoon Network and
Adult Swim, per chief content officer
Rob Sorcher, are experimenting with the
CN Shorts Program to breed the next big
skeins. Sorcher says the program cuts the
production timeline down and allows
creators to avoid foundering in “development hell.”
The current program and its former iteration, The Cartoonstitute, have given rise to
Uncle Grandpa, Adventure Time, Rick and
Morty, Steven Universe and Clarence, as
well as the Emmy-winning Regular Show.
“What we’re looking for in the end is that
incredible spark that we think, ‘Holy God,
this could turn into a fire,’ ” Sorcher says,
of the artist-led program. “We’re looking for

that cookie that we haven’t tasted yet.”
Fox ADHD, an online block slated for
a July 27 launch, is also hunting for that
elusive cookie. But the newbie brand,
according to head of programming Nick
Weidenfeld, is ditching the pilot process
entirely and diving six episodes deep into
a series instead.
“As much as I love Family Guy and
South Park, this generation doesn’t necessarily want something so cynical, mean
and ironic,” Weidenfeld says. “The things
that you think are too weird or too silly
now … those are the (shows) that should
be contenders, because they’re going to
speak to that next audience.”
Another forward-thinking group is Mondo Media, which has already made a name
for itself with its slate of subversive digital
skeins such as cult hits Happy Tree Friends,
Deep Space 69 and Dick Figures. The company, per veep of animation development
and acquisitions Aaron Simpson, digs
through dozens of online videos every day.
“We’re combing through to find the
voice that can cut through all the clutter,” he says.
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BIG SCORE For House of Cards, composer Jeff Beal had to restrain the use of themes, knowing they might seem heavy-handed as viewers watched multiple episodes.

Can Music Soothe
the Savage Sked?
Binge-viewing forces composers
to borrow strategies from film
ANDREW BARKER

S
@barkerrant

coring for television has always had something of a
catchall element to it. Some composers frantically
clef away to keep pace with a merciless week-to-week
deadline, while others (particularly on cable) are able
to tackle the task at a more leisurely pace.
But with shifting viewing habits and binge-viewing erasing the traditional pacing of episodes, some composers
are forced to take an unusually long-view approach to their
work, as the distinctions between scoring for film and scoring
for TV become fewer by the week.
As for the show that made binge-viewing a household phrase,
House of Cards composer Jeff Beal was well aware that his Netflix audience might take the divisions between episodes in an
unusually cavalier way, which presented its own challenges.
While Beal’s memorably jazzy main theme opens every episode alike, he nonetheless adopted a slow-burn tactic within
the individual chapters, looking at the whole series as a sort of
long film. Yet composing so much original music at once can
be a grind, especially when the average TV scorer’s best friend
— strong, recognizable themes to fall back on — can become a
liability due to the series’ distribution method.
“You don’t want to overuse (themes) because, as we knew going
into it, people might watch this in one or two sittings,” he says.
On the whole, however, Beal found the experience similar
to composing for a premium cable series, as he tackled scor-

It’s purely a team
effort, and if
you’re a composer
who likes sitting
by yourself with
a piano, this
isn’t your gig.”
Lorne Balfe

ing HBO’s Rome in much the same way. “My attraction to the
material was that it was obviously going to be scripted in a very
longform way,” he says. “I know a lot of the enjoyment I had in
doing Rome was due to the operatic scale, where the story is
constantly evolving in a very linear way.”
“Operatic” was also an operative word for Game of Thrones
composer Ramin Djawadi. Though the show airs week-toweek, Djawadi starts every season with a rough cut of the
whole order, watching all 10 episodes at once and then spotting
them one per week with the larger narrative already in mind.
In addition to enabling Djawadi to make tweaks to previously scored episodes along the way, the long-lead approach also
gave him license to seed Wagnerian motifs and themes across
multiple episodes in ways that connect with viewers on a completely subconscious level (or on repeat viewings).
Scoring The Bible, composers Hans Zimmer and Lorne Balfe
didn’t have the luxury of waiting for a full cut to work from, but
neither were they forced to move episode-to-episode.
Instead the two (along with vocalist-composer Lisa Gerrard)
spent six months scoring scenes bit by bit while shooting was
still ongoing. (As Balfe notes with a chuckle, the duo scored the
creation immediately after scoring the crucifixion.)
“We looked at themes as actual categories,” Balfe says. “So
there would be a ‘faith’ theme, the same as with ‘hope,’ for
example, and so that’s how we looked at the subject matter.”
Though he insists there’s no one ideal arrangement for a
particular scoring project, having a series of dialogues and
give-and-takes with directors and editors certainly helped Balfe and Zimmer attain a more cinematic feel.
“It’s purely a team effort, and if you’re a composer who likes
sitting by yourself with a piano, this isn’t your gig. Because it’s
everyday communication with editors. It was a constant process of replacing things, and you have to keep stepping back
and looking at the bigger picture.
“We do it with films,” he says, “so I don’t see why we can’t
do it with television.”
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Stylists Keep
Coifs Cool
Even as Live
Events Sizzle
Extreme techniques
behind mane attraction

W

KAREN IDELSON

@karenidelson

hen dance and
singing contestants flash across
the TV screen
with perfect hair
that manages to
stay in place under the most unbelievable conditions — heat, sweat, crazy
gyrations — it’s only natural to wonder
how they do it.
And only industry hairdressers know
for sure.
“Working on Dancing With the Stars,
I’m easily using my most extreme techniques to get their hair to stay intact
during their performances,” says Mary
Guerrero, the show’s hair department
head and a four-time Emmy winner for
hairstyling. “With high-definition TV
we also have to make hair that’s been
secured with special pins and sprays look
soft somehow.”
Guerrero also sometimes relies on
extensions or hair pieces that are secured
into the performer’s hair to get a taller or
fuller ’do for a special performance.
Actors also put their hair and hair
pieces through their paces on Saturday
Night Live by running through everything from classic impersonations to full
on physical comedy.
But Bettie Rogers, the show’s hair
department head, relies on a meticulously catalogued backlog of wigs to get the
looks needed for each show.
“We have books we call wig bibles that
document who has worn which wig for
which character and every cast member
has one of these bibles,” says Rogers. “It’s
how we keep track of all wigs and their
history and how we’re able to quickly
pull things together each week.”
Performers also have wigs made to
look exactly like their real hair since
jumping in and out of the caps, which
press their natural hair down so wigs can
be placed on them, leave their real mane
looking more than a little mussed. Rather than rip off the cap, the wigs are used
to save time.
“I’m always shopping for extensions or
ornaments that I can use with someone’s

BRUSH UP Lynn
Tully of American Idol, top,
and the stylists
of Dancing With
the Stars, above,
mostly work on
controlling contestants’ own
hair, but Saturday Night Live,
right, uses a vast
wig collection for
sketches.

hair to create a new look or something
that really makes a contestant stand out
during a particular number,” says Shawn
Finch, who is head of makeup and hair
for The Voice.
“We start out with more than a hundred people who are contestants, helping
them get ready and trying to give them a

little boost with what we do.”
Finch also likes extensions to alter
a contestant’s look for a genre song or
even to enhance a natural look, though
he has to really sell performers on the
idea sometimes.
Lynn Tully, head hairstylist for American Idol takes a different approach.
Though contestants are working through
different genres of songs and different
types of performances, she doesn’t generally reach for add-ons when working
with contestants.
“We’re trying to bring out the best of
who these singers are naturally, using
their own personalities as an inspiration,” Tully says. “We’re part of giving
them a little more confidence to get
through the competition feeling good
about themselves.”
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Ziplines and Graphics
and Paso Dobles! Oh My!
TV choreographers pull out all the
stops in a bid to outdo themselves
KAREN IDELSON

C
@karenidelson

horeographers on today’s reality and scripted
TV shows are always on the lookout for new
methods to reach their audience and top the
numbers they staged last season. They’re also
often tasked with appeasing pro judges while
staying in touch with a general viewership.
Many have turned to the latest innovations in camera design,
equipment and rigging as well as 3D projection, which have
opened up the dance floor for them in some remarkable ways.
“I used to dream of being able to do things like what we
did in this performance,” says Paula Abdul, who also danced
in an interactive routine she choreographed for last season’s
Dancing With the Stars.
“We were able to go places in terms of the visuals and the
dance that weren’t possible in the past,” she says.
Abdul has won two choreography Emmys, for The Tracey
Ullman Show and The 17th Annual American Music Awards.
Sometimes you don’t need technology. You need a partner
with guts and gusto.

2

3
(1) Andy Dick ziplining on
Dancing With the Stars,
(2) So You Think You Can
Dance and (3) Smash

“I just thought Andy Dick dressed as a matador and ziplining into a routine would be TV gold,” laughs Sharna Burgess,
Dick’s pro dance partner and choreographer. “We really didn’t
have that much time to rehearse or even know it would work
until the Friday before the show because we were waiting on
the zipline to arrive.”
Burgess also knew that the judges on Dancing With the Stars
might not be as impressed with the move but decided it was
worth the risk — and it was. That week Dick was spared elimination, although he was voted off before the show’s finale.
Even with all the possibilities, some truisms hold fast. Dancing for the camera is different than hoofing for a live audience
and requires a different kind of technique.
“You find out that simple movements are best and evoke the
most emotion because of the way the TV screen reads movement,” says Mia Michaels, a choreographer with So You Think
You Can Dance. “And the dancing is almost secondary because
you’re trying to find a way to embody an emotion.”
Joshua Bergasse, choreographer for Smash, agrees.
“We’re doing a lot of routines that are inspired by Old Hollywood and that sensibility,” he says, “but you find you need
carefully chosen movements.
“Bigger isn’t always better. You want to be sure you’re evoking a feeling with anything that you do.”
And there are now many ways for choreographers to figure
out if their work touched the audience.
“I’m doing what I do for YouTube,” says Derek Hough, a pro
dancer and choreographer on Dancing With the Stars.
“I’m trying to go that much further, make it that much more
special so that people will feel like they have to see it again after
the show and go look up the routine on online.”
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MASTERS AT WORK

Judges Graham Elliot,
Joe Bastianich and
Gordon Ramsay talk shop
between takes on MasterChef.

Camerawork on the show is a challenge because of the need to
capture the action at each contestant’s cooking station.

The on-set edit bay buzzes during a taping as exec producers try to
guide cameras around the frenzied contestants in real time.
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Reality Recipe
It takes an army of producers, mountains of food and three
sharp-elbowed celeb chefs to whip up Fox summer hit MasterChef
P H OTO G R AP HS BY S IAN KENNEDY

A former aircraft
hangar in the
Playa Vista area
of Los Angeles
is now home to
MasterChef’s
elaborate stage
and kitchen
facilities.

The pantry has to be
kept camera-ready.
Unused food is
donated to charity.

View from the bleachers. “It’s the best cooking show on television.
The rest can kiss our culinary asses,” Bastianich enthuses.

Revving up the audience for the taping of the season finale. Shine
America will produce 25 hours of MasterChef for Fox this summer.
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